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Former students take over running
of Deaf programme!

In May 2014, after 13 years of running the deaf
education programme in Kisoro, Reverend Ephraim
Mbabazi stepped down
from the role of director
and passed the reins to
Kisoro District Association
for the Deaf (KDAD).
Two children hard at work
during their crafts lesson

KDAD is a local advocacy
and awareness raising
association which has an elected board and
a constitution focussed on the education,
empowerment and support of the deaf community.
The organisation is made up of young adults
who
have
themselves
graduated from the deaf
programme
at
Kisoro
Demonstration
School,
thus they have valuable,
Enjoying Easter dinner in
first hand insight into the
the school dining room
experience
and
needs
of the children.
We anticipate that this new
ambitious management team will help to make the
programme even stronger in the coming years.
Another advantage of
this changeover is that
it provides KDAD with
an income, enabling its
members to be employed
in activities which will
greatly benefit the wider
deaf community; there
are few employment
opportunities
for
people with disabilities
in Kisoro.
Already
KDAD has been able

to open the first Deaf Centre in Kisoro, offering
counselling, advocacy support, sign language led
Sunday school, as well as a safe central location for
deaf people to meet in order to build the sense of
community and belonging. This is truly an example
of successful and sustainable development.
Kisoro Trust would like to thank Reverend Mbabazi
for all his years of hard work and dedication, and
wish KDAD all the best for their new undertaking.

Getting to know KDAD President:
Jonas Kinuma
Jonas grew up
in a small fishing
village
several
miles
outside
Jonas delivering a sign
language lesson
of Kisoro Town.
He went to a local primary school until the age
of 12 years old, when he sadly lost his mother
to malaria. Soon after, Jonas lost his hearing
as a result of complications from malaria.
After becoming deaf, Jonas remained at Kabame
Primary School, struggling to get by without any
means of communication, until he was approached
by the Kisoro Trust funded deaf programme – the
first of its kind the region.

What does the Kisoro Trust do?

The Kisoro Trust is a charitable organisation that
founded the first deaf education program in the
South West of Uganda. From its humble beginnings
in 2001, the deaf program now caters for seven
year groups in the inclusive setting of Kisoro
Demonstration School. Over the last 13 years, the
program has transformed the lives of so many deaf
children by providing access to education, food,
water and medical care. Most importantly the Kisoro
Trust has created a community of children, teachers
and carers who all communicate in a common
language - Ugandan Sign Language.

Jonas was amongst
the first group of
children enrolled into
the programme in 2001.
The programme offered
specialist
teaching,
food, board and care
throughout his years
in education.
Jonas
graduated from senior
school in 2012 with
high marks, sufficient

to enter a top university in the capital, Kampala.
Jonas has been president of KDAD for the last
three years. Here he shares his thoughts about
KDAD’s new role and his hopes and dreams
for the future of the deaf community in Kisoro.

KDAD at a Deaf Awareness rally

Kisoro Trust – Jonas, what would life be like
for you as a young deaf man if you hadn’t
enrolled in the Kisoro Trust deaf programme?
Jonas – If I had never started in the programme,
life would have been very difficult for me. I
wouldn’t have learned either sign language
or English, so I would not have been able to
communicate with my family. I also wouldn’t
have the knowledge to help the deaf community
through my roles in leadership and advocacy.
Kisoro Trust – Can you tell us a bit
about the work of KDAD in the deaf unit?
Jonas – We have many responsibilities in the deaf
unit. Firstly, we work closely with Kisoro Demo
administration to provide food, water, school
supplies, medical care and fire wood. Secondly,
we offer homework support for children and provide
religious education lessons to deaf children using
sign language, as we feel it is important for all
children to have access to God’s word. Additionally,
we have set up sign language tuition for teachers and
parents of deaf children who are trying to improve
their language skills and we offer an after school
dance, drama and music group for the children.
Kisoro Trust – What are your hopes for the
next generation of deaf people in Kisoro?
Jonas – At KDAD we have many hopes. By raising
awareness of deafness in the larger community,
we hope that more deaf children will be identified
and will have the opportunity to access the Kisoro
Trust programme (currently, the only deaf education
programme in the region). We hope to improve the
lives of deaf children by working with their parents
and families to learn sign language and gain a
Jonas at home with his
brother and cousins

better understanding of the needs of their deaf
child. Looking further ahead, we hope that young
deaf people in Kisoro will build a strong network
of support, share skills, and develop the project
so that it can benefit more deaf people. Lastly,
we hope one day to set up a higher institution
or vocational training for young deaf adults.
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To Make a donation
I would like to make a donation to
the Kisoro Trust.
I enclose a cheque for £_______________
Name_________________________
Address_______________________
Tel________________________
Email_____________________
Alternatively, to arrange a bank transfer
or set up a direct debit, please
send funds to:
Kisoro Trust
Royal Bank of Scotland
Bank account no: 00622646
Bank sort code: 83-19-15
If you are a UK taxpayer, you can increase
the value of your gift significantly, at no
extra cost to yourself, by completing the
Gift Aid Declaration below:
Please treat as a Gift Aid Donation all
donations made by me to Kisoro Trust from
6th April 2001. I understand that I must
pay sufficient tax each year to cover the
amount reclaimed.
Signed__________________________

